Abstract: Dark energy's thermodynamics is here revised giving particular attention to the role played by specific heats and entropy in a flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker universe. Under the hypothesis of adiabatic heat exchanges, we rewrite the specific heats through cosmographic, model-independent quantities and we trace their evolutions in terms of z. We demonstrate that dark energy may be modeled as perfect gas, only as the Mayer relation is preserved. In particular, we find that the Mayer relation holds if j − q > 1 2 . The former result turns out to be general so that, even at the transition time, the jerk parameter j cannot violate the condition: j tr > 1 2 . This outcome rules out those models which predict opposite cases, whereas it turns out to be compatible with the concordance paradigm. We thus compare our bounds with the ΛCDM model, highlighting that a constant dark energy term seems to be compatible with the so-obtained specific heat thermodynamics, after a precise redshift domain. In our treatment, we show the degeneracy between unified dark energy models with zero sound speed and the concordance paradigm. Under this scheme, we suggest that the cosmological constant may be viewed as an effective approach to dark energy either at small or high redshift domains. Last but not least, we discuss how to reconstruct dark energy's entropy from specific heats and we finally compute both entropy and specific heats into the luminosity distance d L , in order to fix constraints over them through cosmic data.
Introduction
Under the hypothesis of the cosmological principle, we assume our universe to be homogeneous and isotropic at large scales. The direct consequence is to take into account the Friedman-Robertson-Walker (FRW) metric, i.e., ds 2 = dt 2 − a(t) 2 dr 2 + r 2 sin 2 θdφ 2 + dθ 2 , usually with vanishing spatial curvature in agreement with recent observations [1] . The metric depends upon the scale factor only, i.e., a(t), and defines the universe dynamics at all stages of its evolution. In this framework, cosmological observations indicate that the universe is undergoing an accelerated phase. This cosmic speed up occurs at the transition time, i.e., when an exotic and anti-gravitational dark energy fluid pushes up the universe [2, 3] . A plethora of different approaches have been involved in the theoretical puzzle to understand the dark energy nature and the reasons behind its existence [4, 5] . Probably the simplest strategy toward its characterization is to introduce a cosmological constant, Λ [6] [7] [8] , whose origin comes from quantum fluctuations at the very beginning of universe's evolution. The corresponding model, dubbed the ΛCDM paradigm, seems to be highly suitable to describe large scale dynamics, albeit in principle it predicts that the Λ's value is close to 1 − Ω m where Ω m is the normalized density of baryons and cold dark matter. This landscape leads to the fine tuning and coincidence problems, showing that the ΛCDM model could be incomplete to describe the evolution of the universe.
Departing from a pure cosmological constant, it follows that the dark energy equation of state, ω DE , is slightly close to the constant ω DE −1, reproducing the former value only as limiting case. In this picture, dark energy is clearly thought to evolve in time, having the following dynamical equations
which are known as the Friedmann equations. Those relations are built up under the hypothesis that the energy momentum tensor entering the Einstein equations is for perfect fluids. In principle, depending on the way in which one builds up the energy-momentum tensor, one can obtain different dark energy approaches. In the case of Equation (1), we only state that the fluids involved in the Hubble rate may be perfect gas, liquids or other constituents, with idealized properties [9] :
• there is any form of shear; • they do not involve stresses; • total absence of viscosity; • they do not involve conduction and heat exchange.
Under this scheme, the above requirements leave open the assumptions over the equation of state, form and physics associated to the fluid thermodynamics entering the Friedmann equations. On the other hand, the perfect fluid is assumed as source for the gravitational field at large scales. It is thus natural to presume that its interpretation can intuitively be formulated in terms of standard thermodynamics [10, 11] . Effectively, the laws of thermodynamics seem to be mathematically consistent with an isotropic and homogeneous geometric background [12] , enabling one to easily derive the temperature in agreement with cosmic microwave observations [13] [14] [15] [16] .
In this work, we assume standard thermodynamics to hold and we evaluate the specific heats for a universe filled by matter and dark energy. To do so, we parameterize the temperature in terms of the redshift z. Afterwards, we consider the model-independent technique of cosmography to rewrite the specific heats and we invoke the validity of the Mayer relation. In particular, we therefore assume that dark energy behaves as a perfect gas. Under this scheme, we find the cosmographic conditions on the deceleration and jerk parameters. These requests are in agreement with current observations and may be useful to construct dark energy classes that agree with the thermodynamic properties of a perfect gas. We even evaluate the corresponding cosmographic entropy and we fix constraints on its evolution matching early and late bounds. We check the goodness of our approach by comparing the cosmic behaviors with cosmographic tests on the luminosity distance. Our framework is compatible with the concordance model, but leaves open the possibility that the correct model is a dark fluid, which unifies dark matter and energy into a single puzzle.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce how to build up the cosmographic thermodynamics, assuming basic requirements of cosmography, highlighting the form of entropy and specific heats in view of cosmography. In the same section, we introduce how to construct either the volume or the temperature parameterizations, in terms of the redshift z. Afterwards, in Section 3, we study the evolution of specific heats and we also emphasize the role played by the Mayer relation, in view of building up dark energy as a perfect gas. In Section 4, we relate our results to observational cosmology and in particular to the luminosity distance d L . In the same section, we discuss some implications of our approach in terms of the corresponding dark energy model. Finally, in Section 5 we discuss final outlooks and perspectives of our work.
Toward a Cosmographic Thermodynamics
Cosmological thermodynamics is essentially built up with the same requirements of classical thermodynamics and makes use of simple assumptions, such as:
• the Dalton's law, which enables to sum the partial pressures in order to get the total pressure of Friedmann equations, i.e., P = ∑ N i p i , where P i are the pressures associated to each cosmological species. In the homogeneous and isotropic universe, at late times, we can assume only two species, i.e., matter and dark energy. Further, we associate P m = 0 to matter and P < 0 to dark energy;
• the whole amount of constituents is associated a temperature, a volume, and a pressure. Those quantities are however dependent on each other, through a formal equation of state of the form: F (P, V, T) = 0. The simplest approach towards this choice is to assume a relationship of the form P = ωρ.
Hence, the energy momentum tensor for perfect fluids is T αβ = ρ x u α u β − p x h αβ and leads to an entropy current given by:
Bearing in mind that particle current is defined as N α = nu α , we baptize n as particle number density. It naturally follows that the conservation laws are
We now want to match thermodynamics with model independent techniques, which do not make use of the cosmological model a priori. In particular, characterizing the cosmological scenario through kinematics presumes the smallest number of assumptions possible. This leads to a cosmographic treatment which consists of a model independent procedure, first developed in [17] [18] [19] [20] . The idea is to expand the scale factor in terms of a Taylor series around current time t 0 .
The modern interpretation involves power series coefficients associated with observable quantities. In particular, one has [21] :
Among various cosmological tests, cosmography represents a viable strategy to fix stringent convergence limits on all terms which imply "variations of acceleration" [22] . In particular, q is the deceleration parameter whereas j is the jerk parameter respectively.
Hence, it is licit to recast Equation (4) by:
where a 0 = 1 and:
in which the subscript 0 refers to as our time.
Accelerating the universe requests that −1 ≤ q 0 < 0 and having a transition time needs that j > 0. Those terms can be written as:
With this recipe, we can also expand other observable quantities. For example, we can have expansions of all thermodynamic parameters, checking how well they fit cosmic data, through the use of the set H 0 , q 0 , j 0 at our time. Further, we can also directly fit their values in the expansions of the cosmic distances by simply replacing the cosmographic coefficients with the observable quantities evaluated at our time, reducing the systematics [23, 24] . We thus first rewrite entropy and specific heats at constant volume and pressure in terms of cosmography. Afterwards, we investigate which consequences cosmography teaches us on their forms and finally we show how to build up cosmic distances with thermodynamics, passing through cosmography.
The Cosmographic Representation of Entropy
In the universe, analogous to standard thermodynamics, the entropy density, the temperature and the net density are intertwined by the Gibbs relation. In particular, it reads: nTdσ = dρ − ρ+P n dn. So that, following standard lines (see, e.g., [25] [26] [27] ), it is possible to show that the law of temperature's evolution is given by:Ṫ
By combining the fact that n ∝ a −3 with Equation (7) and requiring that a fixed n leads to a fixed entropy, we soon get:
where, together with particle conservation, we used the adiabatic sound speed (other authors split the dark energy pressure by
, although we leave it general. The two approaches are equivalent in the limit in which one considers in Equation (8) the aforementioned assumption.):
and the fact that
. If one evaluates Equation (9) for dark energy only, then c s is exclusively fueled by dark energy's pressure which mostly contributes to its value at our epoch. Under this scheme, combining the first and second laws with adiabatic heat exchanges, we take V = a 3 as universe's volume. Thus, we obtain the following relations for the entropy S:
The second relation comes from the integrability. Immediately we have
whose form can be integrated to give:
where C is an integration constant. The entropy density naturally follows as
In case the ratio, ρV /T ≡ const, we have the simplest relation: S ∝ 1 + ω, otherwise a more complicated relation reads:
where we used Equation (8) and the fact that
Notice that the value of C is not a priori trivial. However, if one is interested in entropy variations, it becomes inessential (in general its value might be fixed somehow to understand if it influences the whole dynamics. In this work, we neglect it for simplicity.). Focusing on other perspectives, one can take into account an adiabatic quite standard version of the first principle, as reported in [29] . There, the authors looked at limits imposed on heat capacities and compressibilities in dark energy scenarios. Their approach lies on thermal and mechanical stabilities which enable entropy, heat capacities and compressibilities to be positive, analogously to what we find here by using a cosmographic version of thermodynamics. Indeed, as we will focus throughout the manuscript, a compatible landscape has been outcome by Equation (13), which is compatible with the results presented in the aforementioned paper, i.e., [29] .
The entropy for a constant equation of state turns out to be close to zero, vanishing only in the ΛCDM case. Since the temperature, density and volume are positive, the entropy becomes negative only if 1 + ω < 0. If we use the ΛCDM total equation of state, i.e.,
and the corresponding Hubble rate, we can plot the entropy at different stages of its evolution in terms of the redshift z, as in Figure 1 . The plot is performed up to z 3, to be compatible with the approximation made on dH dz at our time. The entropy tends to vanish at future time. It provides a pick close to z 0, whereas it tends to decrease as the redshift increases. Its values are essentially small at all times of universe's evolution. In the fiducial model the entropy is exactly zero, i.e., S = 0. Any departures from the concordance paradigm would lead to small departures on S magnitude.
In presence of perfect fluid, the entropy flux under its covariant form is constant [30] . This is however not the here-developed case, since we take the standard definition of S from thermodynamics, instead of its covariant form. So that, the entropy source essentially fuels an additional dark energy fluid as part of Einstein's energy-momentum tensor entering the Friedmann equations.
At small redshifts, i.e., around z 0, we easily obtain for S and its variation the following expressions:
written in terms of the cosmographic set of parameters, i.e., H 0 , q 0 , j 0 . Here, we considered second order expansions of all quantities involved in Equation (14) . The entropy variation is negative after a given redshift, as one can notice from the analysis of the shape in Figure 1 . At first order, its sign depends upon the first derivative of the total equation of state at z = 0. The redshift at which the entropy variation vanishes is the transition redshift, where dark energy starts to dominate. Following the approximations: ω ∼ −1 + ω 1 z, V ∼ V 0 (1 − 3z) and looking at Figure 2 , we notice that as a byproduct of dark energy, the entropy tends to decrease at all times. The entropy variation becomes zero at the dark energy and matter transition. At future times, the entropy tends to zero, leading to a negative dS dz . This is compatible with the concordance model, indicating a situation of larger entropy as the universe increases its size. Moreover, the entropy tends to a constant value at high redshift and at future time, i.e., z → −1, goes to another constant value, different from the one at z → ∞. An interesting fact is that during the whole universe evolution, the entropy is approximatively a constant. 
The Cosmographic Representation of Specific Heats
The standard definition of a specific heat is [31] :
in which one considers a thermodynamic function, hereÛ, which implies the typology of specific heat.
In this work, we are particularly interested in computing the specific heats at constant pressure P and volume V. We need these specific heats since we want to reproduce the Mayer relation for perfect gas. Thus, we have:
in which h and U are the enthalpy and energy, respectively, for specific heats at constant pressure and volume. We can therefore write [32] :
whose functional forms are given by [15] 
in which we adopted basic demands of thermodynamics applied to the FRW universe. It follows that to fully determine the specific heats, one needs to know the volume and temperature evolutions. Below, we propose our technique to fix those quantities.
The Volume and Its Evolution in Terms of the Redshift
To understand how the volume evolves in terms of the redshift z from Equation (21), it is possible to follow the simplest assumption leading to a universe radius given by: r u ∝ a. This prescription implies a volume V = V 0 a 3 , where
. This leads to exactly the same result that we employed for our considerations over the entropy and its variation. Although, in general, it would be enough to limit ourselves to V ∝ a 3 , a few words can be here spent to better understand how departures from this case can modify the expected outcomes on the specific heats.
In particular, more complicated volume expansions are also possible, We refer to them as V = V 0 f (a 3 ), which in principle turn out to be a possible choice. If we limit our attention to the simplest case ∝ a 3 , both U and h are positive defined. This guarantees that the weak energy condition is not violated. However, in the literature other approaches suggest different points of views, motivated by physical requirements, different from assuming the above radius r u . In particular, one can imagine to have r u ∝ H −1 [33] [34] [35] . In general such a choice would reproduce a causal region different from the sphere ∝ a 3 , albeit at small redshift regime, i.e., z 1, one can continue to approximate the volume with the simplest choice of V ∝ a 3 . To check this, using a = 1 1+z and
expanding the volume V ∝ H −3 , around z 1, we obtain a volume correction of the form:
in which we recall the definition H = − d dt ln(1 + z). At small redshift, the function f (z) represents a correction to the standard volume V ∝ a 3 , which increases its importance in the whole volume magnitude as the redshift increases. The plot of f (z), together with the volume variation are reported in Figure 3 . The net action of f (z) on the volume is to increase its magnitude, but inside the sphere z ≤ 1 the increasing of V does not significantly influence the analysis. In other words, the two volumes become different outer this redshift limit, i.e., as z ≥ 1. Since cosmography is built up at small redshift domains, it is licit to assume both the two approaches for fixing the universe volume and in particular to find out a trick able to reproduce the two quantities into a single scheme. Indeed, since, at the very small redshifts, the effects of f (z) are to enlarge the volume ∝ a −3 , we can assume a volume of the form (This is however a coarse-grained approach and more refined analyses are requested to check whether the influence of different volumes may change the thermodynamics in FRW.). V = V 0 (1 + z) − , and using Equation (21) and the Friedman equations, we obtain
and
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the redshift z. Once the volume and the specific heat definitions have been discussed, we need to understand how the temperature evolves in time. Unfortunately, without knowing the temperature evolution, it is not possible to understand how the Mayer relation works and also if it is valid for dark energy at different redshift regimes. To bypass this problem, we can recall that the universe's temperature is fueled by all contributions coming from dark energy, matter, neutrinos and so forth. The analysis on how temperature evolves in terms of a(t) is an open quest of modern cosmology. Indeed, the temperature reported in Equation (8) depends on the model under exam and turns out to be model-dependent. To overcome this issue, instead of using Equation (8), one can simply use an alternative parametrization, suitable inside the interval z ≤ 1. In other words, one needs a simpler approach to the temperature evolution in order to reconstruct the specific heats, without passing through the cosmological model definition.
The parametrization of our work would need that dark energy temperature is not dominant over the other contributions and since its magnitude has not been measured so far, we take a whole parametrization, following the standard recipe. We thus have [36] :
which fulfills the requirements that we mentioned above. In principle, modifying the temperature definition with the parametrization (26) implies a different use of cosmic distances. This is intimately related to the duality problem [37, 38] between the luminosity and angular distances. In this work, we assume that δ ∼ 0 and may be parameterized by δ = β − 1, with β 1.
The Evolution of Specific Heats
In this section, we conclude how the specific heats can be built up with the above requirements, discussed in the previous sections. In particular, assuming T = T 0 (1 + z) δ , by means of Equations (24) and (25), we obtain
where α ≡ V 0 4πGT 0 . To plot their evolutions, since H 2 is model dependent, we adopt the following strategy:
since H is rewritable in terms of q 0 which is model independent and can be measured alone (Here, there is a degeneracy between cosmographic coefficients, i.e., H 0 , q 0 and j 0 .). The plots are reported in Figure 4 , with the following values for the cosmographic parameters [39] : Under this scheme, one can invoke the simplest framework to enable the cosmic speed up to emerge. In particular, one can assume dark energy as a perfect gas, i.e., the simplest approach within the energy momentum tensor of Einstein's gravity. If a perfect gas works fairly well in describing the universe dynamics, there would be no reason a priori to assume a more complicated expression for dark energy, e.g., for example a liquid, a real gas, and so on.
It follows that if dark energy is a gas, the difference between the two specific heats is constant. This difference obeys the Mayer relation, valid for all perfect gas. This leads, as simplest case, to:
and by virtue of:
with R the gas constant, we guarantee that the Mayer relation holds. Hence, one has at least to assume that the difference between the two specific heats is positive. So, one has:
which is always valid, i.e., it is not circumscribed at our time only. Since j and q are in principle quantities which evolve in time, it is natural to expect regions in which the aforementioned relation does not hold. In those regions, the dark energy nature is not the one of a gas and relation (33) loses its validity. Since dark energy starts being dominant over matter at the transition time, it is useful to investigate what happens at the corresponding redshift. Indeed, at the transition between dark energy and matter, one gets q tr = 0, leading to :
which represents a compatible relation for the jerk parameter, in terms of modern requirements of cosmography. Assuming the ΛCDM model, for example, one has j ΛCDM = 1 at all stages of universe evolution. This is compatible with Equation (34). The same equation permits one to circumscribe those dark energy models which do not satisfy either Equations (33) and (34) . In other words, our approach represents an alternative method, based on thermodynamics, to discriminate dark energy models and to select those ones which better behave at late times.
Application to Observational Cosmology
In this section, we discuss some implications of our treatment in the context of observational cosmology. In particular, one of the most relevant trick to compare the theoretical framework above reported directly with data is to rewrite the luminosity distance in terms of S and C h,V , using cosmography. The same procedure can be performed with other distances, such as angular, photon distance and so forth. Here, we limit to the luminosity distance d L only. Thus, we consider in function of z we can write down:
and at third order, we have:
At the simplest level in which ρV /T ≡ const, we have:
we have:
where
. Making use of Equation (30), we thus obtain:
Those limits and constraints are compatible with the concordance model, albeit small departures seem to be present. In general, together with Equations (33) and (34), one can discriminate among dark energy models, the ones which better reproduce the aforementioned bounds.
However, in [29] constraints imposed by different data surveys are apparently in conflict with generic versions of dark energy fluids, where time-dependent barotropic factors are supposed. Indeed, constraints imposed by thermodynamics may indicate that dark energy fluids may be unphysical. To figure this out, we need future and refined numerical outcomes from cosmic data sets which will provide evidences against a time variation of ω. In principle, using the results presented in this paper, one can match cosmic distances with data in order to verify the goodness of whatever dark energy models. Again, the results presented in [29] do not seem to contradict the perspective of present work.
In the ΛCDM case, the expected outcomes are inside the above intervals, however the dark fluid approach [40, 41] is also able to reproduce analogous results. In [32] , it has been established that similar results are much more compatible with a one-fluid approach in which dark energy emerges as due to dark matter and baryons, by simply imposing c s = 0. Summing up: if a gaseous component enters Einstein's equations, without invoking dark energy, it is possible to require it by invoking the validity of Equation (31) . The corresponding one fluid has the advantage to allow dark energy to emerge and is defined by:
where K = −P −1 0 (ρ d0 + P 0 ) and ω DE is the unique equation of state. In other words, without assuming any cosmological constant a priori, it is possible to get the cosmic speed up with a constant term pushing up the universe to accelerate, different from the cosmological constant with the advantage to be modeled as a perfect gas. The main difference between the concordance model and the dark fluid framework lies on the form of ω which is exactly the same as ω DE . Hence, the model is simpler than the concordance paradigm made by two fluids, i.e., matter and Λ. Our model, moreover, comes from assuming a simple gas (throughout the manuscript, we did not give relevance to the typology of gas involved into our scheme. However, future discussions on its form are essential to understand the dark fluid origin. This will be object of future developments.) inside the thermodynamic definitions of specific heats. In general, one cannot conclude that this model is better than the concordance paradigm. There is, in fact, no reasons to assume a vanishing cosmological constant at early times, hence, how is it possible to describe the cosmic speed up mimicking the cosmological constant with a thermodynamic dark fluid, but assuming negligible the Λ's contribution?
In addition, since the dark fluid model well passes high-redshift tests [42] , it is plausible to reconsider it to describe the whole dynamics. As mentioned above, this prerogative will be possible if one shows how to remove the quantum vacuum energy fluctuations from Einstein's energy momentum tensor, or if one can take Λ negligibly small if compared to the dark fluid magnitude (due to the fine-tuning issue, the Λ's magnitude is enormous than the one measured by cosmological observations.). This treatment is essential to discriminate between the two models, since a strong degeneracy occurs between the concordance paradigm and the dark fluid [43] .
Another interesting possibility of our treatment is to take into account the role played by singularities, discriminating the typologies of singularities one expects at future and past times through the use of thermodynamics. In other words, for example, given a dark energy model, it would be possible to replace the classifications made by [44] shifting from the use of the equation of state to entropy and specific heats. This would represent a new technique toward the singularity classification directly making use of the dark energy thermodynamics.
Conclusions
We revised some aspects of dark energy's thermodynamics, investigating how entropy, its variation and specific heats can be used to discriminate dark energy models. Assuming a flat universe, embedded in a FRW metric, we considered adiabatic heat exchanges and we wrote the entropy and specific heats through cosmographic model-independent quantities. Thus, we traced evolutions in terms of z and we characterized the regions in which cosmographic limits are compatible with observations. To do so, we also assumed dark energy as a perfect gas, in the simplest approach in which the Mayer relation is preserved. We found limits over the entropy and its variation compatible with the standard model. Moreover, we found that the Mayer relation holds if j − q > 1 2 . The former result turns out to be general such that, even at the transition time, the jerk parameter j cannot violate the condition: j tr > 1 2 . This outcome rules out those models which predict opposite cases, whereas turns out to be compatible with the concordance paradigm. We discussed how to reconstruct dark energy's entropy from specific heats and we finally compute both entropy and specific heats into the luminosity distance d L . Keeping in mind the numerical bounds of cosmography, we gave constraints over the entropy and specific heats. We thus compare our bounds with the ΛCDM model, highlighting that a constant dark energy term seems to be only slightly compatible with the so-obtained specific heat thermodynamics. Assuming, indeed, a zero sound speed, one can recover a dark fluid counterpart, which extends the concordance model without postulating any cosmological constant at the beginning. Future developments can be useful to discriminate whether the dark fluid is effectively responsible for the cosmic speed up. Since there exists a degeneracy between it and the concordance paradigm, one needs to demonstrate that Λ is smaller than the dark fluid magnitude. Further, other interesting treatments will develop on the possibility to produce cosmological models from the above requirements and to investigate how departures from Mayer's relation can be used to characterize dark energy at redshifts z > 1. Finally, it would be even possible to re-obtain the singularity classifications at future and past times, commonly made by using the equation of state, through an analogous view made by thermodynamical quantities, such as S, C P and C V .
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